At least 12,000 to 15,000 Americans die every year from exposure to asbestos, a lethal toxin around for decades that has never been banned in the United States. Indeed, asbestos is not a danger existing in the past – it continues to lurk and manifest as a life-threatening health hazard for younger generations while they attend school, play with toys or go about their daily lives.

Take 32-year-old comedian Quincy Jones, who was diagnosed in 2015 with peritoneal mesothelioma, an aggressive asbestos-related cancer that affects the lining of the abdomen, and given about a year to live. His story became public from an appearance on Ellen DeGeneres’s show and the HBO broadcast of his one-hour comedy special.

Unfortunately, Jones’s age does not make him unique among asbestos victims. As the following examples illustrate, there is a new and ever-increasing epidemic of asbestos-related illness among younger Americans in the U.S.

- 29-year-old Michael Bradley died in 2014, two years after being diagnosed with peritoneal mesothelioma caused by childhood exposure to asbestos that was carried home from the local dump on his father’s work clothes. After being diagnosed at age 27, Bradley underwent surgery where doctors scraped his insides and removed a tumor over a foot wide, the first of many debilitating procedures he endured until his death. “Each surgery and round of chemotherapy left Michael weaker, and he was in constant pain,” said his mother Sandy Neuenschwander. “He used to tell us he wanted to die.” Despite his weakened condition, which included losing 150 pounds, Bradley worked to raise public awareness about the dangers of asbestos exposure and received the Asbestos Disease Awareness Organization’s Special Recognition of Valor Award. After his death, Bradley’s mother continued her son’s fight against asbestos.

- At age 36, soon after the birth of her first child, Heather Von St. James was diagnosed with malignant pleural mesothelioma. Her lung was removed, leaving her chronically weak, severely fatigued and unable to care for her daughter or work. As a child, St. James had been exposed to asbestos from dust brought home on her father’s work clothes. “Many nights while growing up,” Reuters reported, “she greeted her father with a hug at the door when he returned home from his job sanding drywall, a fine white dust powdering his jacket. She often put on that jacket before running outside to feed her pet rabbits.” Almost 30 years later, she was diagnosed with mesothelioma. In December 2006, a “court that heard her lawsuit estimated that the disability caused by her mesothelioma cost her more than $5 million in lost lifetime earnings. ‘We didn’t get $5
million. It can never replace what I lost,’” explained St. James, “who is bound by confidentiality agreements not to disclose whom she sued or the precise amount she received.”

Today she continues to tell her story and be an outspoken advocate in the battle to ban asbestos.

- Janelle Bedel died in June 2013 after enduring six years of surgeries, chemotherapy, 30 rounds of radiation and other treatments in her fight against malignant pleural mesothelioma. She was 31, a wife, a mother to a four-year-old and working at a local bank when she was diagnosed with her illness, which likely arose from childhood exposure. Bedel was nicknamed “Wonder Woman” for her tireless efforts combatting her sickness and advocating on behalf of other mesothelioma victims. U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly (D-Ind.) wrote her a letter stating, “You have turned your own heartbreaking situation into a source of inspiration. … Your focus on raising public awareness of the dangers of asbestos exposure, as well as your work to eliminate it, even while enduring difficult medical treatments and precious time away from your husband and son, has motivated many to support this important cause.”

- In 2011, former high school athlete Kevin Morrison of Norwood, MA died at age 21 from peritoneal mesothelioma only six months after being diagnosed. Though it’s not known how he was exposed to asbestos, “[m]esothelioma is no stranger to the area. The cancer has struck many times around Boston, particularly those in blue-collar professions, many stemming from work in the area shipyards, where asbestos exposure has been prevalent.”

- High school senior and star athlete Austin Lacy was diagnosed with pericardial mesothelioma in May 2011 and died the following month, just weeks before graduation at age 18. “He was a kid you won’t forget,” said his high school coach Randy Horton. “There was always a smile on his face, never any excuses. He didn’t want anyone feeling sorry for him. He never let on that anything was wrong.” Lacy was on life support for three days before his death. “One of the last things he told me in the hospital was that if he wasn’t going to be well enough to play football again, he wanted to become a coach,” his mother Karen Rogers told Asbestos.com. “Sports had become his life. He loved basketball, too. I can still remember him shooting baskets outside all day in his underwear. He was always being funny.” On June 22, 2011, Rogers attended her son’s high school graduation and accepted his diploma in his honor.

- At age 37, Sarah Simso-DeMaria was diagnosed with stage 4 peritoneal and pleural mesothelioma. Her spleen, appendix, gall bladder, part of her kidney and the lining in her abdomen were removed in one surgery. She subsequently suffered multiple post-surgery complications and endured four rounds of chemotherapy. “I feel I have an hour glass standing next to me all the time and those pieces of sand are loud and clear. It’s just reality,” DeMaria told the Republican American in April 2016. “This is the reality of mesothelioma and, unfortunately, people don’t know this.” In May, Simso-DeMaria underwent a second surgery on her spine, lungs and other organs and had the lining of her chest area removed, with more chemotherapy to follow.
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